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1 Introduction

This deliverable describes the second report on scientific evaluations related to Task 6.1. The
aim of this task is to measure transLectures progress in terms of current transcriptions and
translations quality. Standard evaluation metrics such as WER, BLEU and TER are reported
on the development and test sets defined for conventional experimental evaluation. More details
about models and techniques can be found in deliverable D3.1.2.

The definition of the experimental setup for both tasks, transcription and translation, and
both repositories poliMedia and VideoLectures.NET is described in deliverable D6.1.1.

2 Summary of scientific evaluations

In general, Figure 1 reflects the good progress that has been achieved for transcription and
translation accuracy in Y2 reporting period. For automatic speech recognition (ASR) on the
left side of the figure, relevant improvements with respect to M12 systems have been achieved
by means of massive adaptation techniques for all languages. Relative reductions of WER are
reported of about 25% , 23% and 12% for Spanish (Es), English (En) and Slovenian (Sl), respec-
tively. When more than one system exists for the same language (transcription) or language pair
(translation), curve labels are appended with the first letter of the partner’s name. For machine
translation (MT) on the right side of the figure, relevant advances have been yielded, partic-
ularly in the case of Slovenian into English (SlEn). Massive adaptation techniques produced
improvements across all language pairs, ranging from 1.3 BLEU points for Spanish→English
(EsEn) to 3.9 points for English→Slovenian (EnSl). Other MT systems such as English into
French (EnFr) or English into German (EnDe) has also reported significant BLEU increases
during the Y2 reporting period.

3 VideoLectures.NET

3.1 Transcription quality

3.1.1 English (RWTH)

For the English language, RWTH has significantly improved their WER figures with respect
to their best results reported in deliverable D6.1.1 in Y1 (see Table 1). The first notable im-
provement came from the application of new MLP features, more precisely, deep hierarchical
bottleneck features (+DNN features). The second minor reduction in WER is explained by
the inclusion of 200 additional hours of transcribed speech data from TED talks. A new En-
glish LM model with additional monolingual English data from VideoLectures.NET text slides
and publicly available data resources reported in deliverable D3.1.2 was trained for M24 and
provided 1.4% absolute decrease of WER on the test set. Finally, massive adaptation of the
language model at the video level using the text extracted from the slides accompanying the
video provided the final improvement to 21.2% WER. This means a relative reduction with
respect to the best English ASR system in M12 of 24.0%.
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Figure 1: Progress for all languages in ASR (in the left and in terms of WER) and in MT ( in the
right and in terms of BLEU). The best adapted system is ploted for all partners and languages
covered. Each system is codified by colors depending on the partner that owns it: UPVLC
(black), RWTH (blue) and XRCE (red). Additionally, for tasks in which several partners have
different systems, a suffix character is added to highlight the system owner: R (RWTH), U
(UPVLC) and X (XRCE). For clarity’s sake, If there is only one system, the suffix is omitted.

Table 1: WER results for the English RWTH ASR system compared to the best system in M12.

Dev Test

M12 system 38.2 27.9
+DNN features 32.8 23.5
+TED data 32.4 23.2
+200k lexicon & new LM 29.4 21.8
+LM adaptation 28.1 21.3
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3.1.2 Slovenian (RWTH)

There have also been an increase of transcription accuracy for the Slovene ASR system with
respect to M12 as can be observed in Table 2. The first improvement for the test set was
obtained as a result of incorporating more speech training data from broadcast news (BNSI)
plus TV shows and conversations (GOS) supplied by JSI. The final improvement was the result
of conveying MLP feature extraction technology applied to English and Spanish to the Slovene
language in order to improve the acoustic models. The relative reduction of WER is 19.5% with
respect to M12.

Table 2: WER results for the Slovenian RWTH ASR system compared to the best system in
M12.

Dev Test

M12 35.3 47.3
+BNSI & GOS data 35.7 45.4
+MLP features 27.7 38.1

3.2 Translation quality

3.2.1 English into Spanish (UPVLC)

The English-Spanish MT system based on the Moses SMT toolkit has been refined with respect
to that of M12 as reported in Table 3. The bilingual sentence selection technique employed for
domain adaptation has been improved by normalising selection scores with sentence length and
including additional data in the training set.

Table 3: BLEU and TER results of the English-Spanish MT system from M12 to M24 on the
VideoLectures.NET task.

Dev Test
BLEU TER BLEU TER

M12 37.6 43.1 33.5 46.1
+improved BSS & add. data 39.1 - 35.4 44.9

3.2.2 English into French (UPVLC-XEROX-RWTH)

XEROX provided in M12 an English-French MT system based on the Moses SMT toolkit, since
then UPVLC, XEROX and RWTH agreed on using the English-French task as a benchmark for
comparative results. In M24, the best English-French system was that deployed by RWTH with
an outstanding improvement over the M12 system as observed in Table 4. The main differences
with respect to the M12 system reside in an own MT system not based on Moses, additional
training data and novel translation and language domain adaptation techniques.

3.2.3 English into German (RWTH)

The English-German MT system is based on the hierarchical-phrase-based translation decoder
which is part of the open-source toolkit Jane [3]. The M12 system was significantly improved
by two major contributions, first, additional data was incorporated into the training set, and
second, translation and languages models were domain-adapted with novel techniques described
in deliverable D3.1.2.
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Table 4: BLEU and TER results of the English-French MT system from M12 to M24 on the
VideoLectures.NET task..

Dev Test
BLEU TER BLEU TER

M12 - XEROX 37.2 47.6 32.2 53.5
Baseline - RWTH 37.6 46.2 33.6 51.5

+TM&LM adaptation & add. data 38.5 45.0 35.0 49.8

Table 5: BLEU and TER results of the English-German MT system from M12 to M24 on the
VideoLectures.NET task.

Dev Test
BLEU TER BLEU TER

M12 20.9 60.3 19.2 64.9
+additional data 22.5 57.7 22.4 61.1
+TM&LM adaptation 23.4 56.6 23.0 60.0

3.2.4 English↔Slovenian (RWTH)

The English-Slovenian MT system is based on the phrase-based translation decoder of the
Jane toolkit, while the Slovenian-English translation direction deployed by RWTH in M12 has
been taken over by XEROX in M18. Results for the English-Slovenian and Slovenian-English
MT systems are reported in Tables 6 and 7, respectively. In both cases, important boosts in
translation quality were achieved since M12.

The English-Slovenian MT system was improved by considering additional training data
and better domain-adaptation techniques.

Table 6: BLEU and TER results of the English-Slovenian MT system from M12 to M24 on the
VideoLectures.NET task.

Dev Test
BLEU TER BLEU TER

M12 13.4 68.5 12.0 77.4
+additional data 17.4 62.7 15.8 69.5
+TM&LM adaptation 17.6 62.1 15.9 69.2

4 poliMedia

4.1 Transcription quality

4.1.1 Spanish (UPVLC)

As in M12, the UPVLC Spanish automatic speech recognition (ASR) system is based on the
AK toolkit [1] to train acoustic models and the SRILM toolkit [2] to deploy n-gram language
models.
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Table 7: BLEU and TER results of the Slovenian-English MT system from M12 to M24 on the
VideoLectures.NET task.

Dev Test
BLEU TER BLEU TER

M12-RWTH 21.6 59.5 15.7 65.2
M18-XEROX-Baseline - - 20.4 61.6
M18-XEROX-Adapted - - 21.8 60.0

Table 8 reports the evolution of WER figures from M12 to M24. The first significant gain
came by refining the OCR process employed to extract the text from poliMedia slides. Then,
single-layer MLP features were incorporated into the UPVLC Spanish ASR system, being the
most significant improvement of the UPV Spanish ASR system for Y2. Finally, the application
of further massive adaptation techniques, which enrich the language model with documents
obtained through approximated Google searches provided the title of the video, produced even
better transcriptions. M12-M24 improvements translated into a relative reduction of WER of
21.4%.

Table 8: Evolution of WER (%) for the Spanish UPVLC ASR system from M12 to M24.

Dev Test

M12 22.4 23.8
+improved OCR slides 21.1 22.1
+MLP features 18.1 19.5
+Documents Approx 17.8 18.7

4.1.2 Spanish (RWTH)

The Spanish RWTH ASR system has greatly evolved since M12 by deploying a new MLP-based
system grounded on multilingual speech data as shown in Table 9. The combination of both
systems, the M12 system and the multilingual MLP system provides a minor decrease of WER.
Finally, the major improvement comes from including the text OCR-extracted from poliMedia
slides into the training data for language models. There has been a notable relative WER
decrease of 23.4% from M12 to M24 in the Spanish RWTH ASR system.

Table 9: Evolution of WER (%) for the Spanish RWTH ASR system from M12 to M24.

Dev Test

M12 15.7 17.1
Multilingual MLP 13.8 15.6
M12 & Multilingual MLP 13.0 15.0

+improved OCR slides 12.2 13.1

4.1.3 Catalan (UPVLC)

A preliminary Catalan UPV ASR system has been created for M24. Two versions of this system
were defined, a non-adapted system that obtained 42.4% WER and an adapted system that
significantly improved the performance of the non-adapted system with 35.3% WER.
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4.2 Translation quality (UPVLC)

The Spanish-English MT system for poliMedia was improved in the same way than the English-
Spanish MT for VideoLectures.NET described in Section 3.2.1. The new BLEU and TER figures
are reported with respect to those of M12 in Table 10.

Table 10: BLEU and TER figures of the Spanish-English MT system from M12 to M24 on the
poliMedia task.

Dev Test
BLEU TER BLEU TER

M12 30.9 49.1 26.0 54.6
+improved BSS & add. data 31.3 - 27.3 53.4

5 Conclusions

This deliverable has presented a summary of scientific evaluations for automatic transcriptions
and translations on both repositories, VideoLectures.NET and poliMedia. As depicted in Fig-
ure 1 good progress has been made in all languages for transcription and translation since
M12.
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A Acronyms

ASR Automatic Speech Recognition
BLEU Bilingual Evaluation Understudy
BNSI Broadcast News Speech Corpus
DDS Deluxe Digital Studios Limited
DNN Deep Neural Network
EML European Media Laboratory GmbH
GOS GOvorjena Slovenscina (spoken Slovene)
JSI Josef Stefan Institute
K4A Knowledge for All Foundation
LM Language Model
MLP Multi-Layer Perceptron
MT Machine Translation
OCR Object Character Recognition
RWTH RWTH Aachen University
SMT Statistical Machine Translation
TED Technology, Entertainment, Design
TER Translation Error Rate
TM Translation Model
UPVLC Universitat Politècnica de València
WER Word Error Rate
XRCE XEROX Research Center Europe
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